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Abstract—End-user programming, particularly trigger-action
programming (TAP), is a popular method of letting users express
their intent for how smart devices and cloud services interact. Unfortunately, sometimes it can be challenging for users to correctly
express their desires through TAP. This paper presents AutoTap,
a system that lets novice users easily specify desired properties
for devices and services. AutoTap translates these properties to
linear temporal logic (LTL) and both automatically synthesizes
property-satisfying TAP rules from scratch and repairs existing
TAP rules. We designed AutoTap based on a user study about
properties users wish to express. Through a second user study,
we show that novice users made significantly fewer mistakes
when expressing desired behaviors using AutoTap than using
TAP rules. Our experiments show that AutoTap is a simple and
effective option for expressive end-user programming.

(a) A (buggy) TAP rule.

(b) A proposed TAP property.

Fig. 1: The TAP rule (a) cannot guarantee the property (b).
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I. I NTRODUCTION
End-user programming enables users without programming
experience to customize and automate systems. An approach
that is particularly popular for automating IoT smart devices
and online services is trigger-action programming (TAP),
which is supported by IFTTT [1], Mozilla’s Things Gateway [2], Samsung SmartThings [3], Microsoft Flow [1],
OpenHab [4], Home Assistant [5], Ripple [6], Zapier [1], and
others. Some of these TAP services are widely used [7], [8].
In TAP, users create event-driven rules of the form “IF
a trigger occurs, THEN perform an action.” For example,
“IF a sad song comes on THEN turn the lights blue.”
Unfortunately, while novice users are able to successfully
express many automation behaviors using TAP interfaces [9],
attempts to express more complex, yet commonly desired,
behaviors often contain bugs [10]–[14]. These bugs encompass
timing errors [10], issues with control flow [15], conflicting
behaviors [12], and incorrect user expectations [14]. As a
result, an important open question is how to help users
with no programming experience, and therefore no debugging
experience, correctly express their wide variety of desired
behaviors in TAP. Otherwise, users will encounter frustration
and experience safety threats [16] from buggy TAP rules.
For example, imagine the simple and sensible desire to keep
the window closed when it is raining. With current interfaces,
a user might create the straightforward TAP rule “IF it begins
to rain THEN close the window” (Figure 1a). Unfortunately,
this rule is insufficient. For example, while it is raining, a
different rule might be triggered and open the window, or an

oblivious person might open the window manually. To fully
express this desire therefore requires a complex set of rules.
To address this open question, we present AutoTap, a system
that provides easy end-user programming for smart devices
and online services with fewer chances for human mistakes.
AutoTap expands TAP to allow users to specify through
graphical interfaces not only rules, but also properties about
the system that should always be satisfied. For example, from
the running example, one could express the desired property
that “it is currently raining” and “the window is open” should
never occur together (Figure 1b). In other words, instead of
requiring users to explicitly write event-driven rules defining
how devices should behave, we let them simply specify what
properties the system must satisfy.
If no relevant rules are provided, AutoTap automatically
synthesizes property-satisfying TAP rules from scratch. For
example, given the property in Figure 1b, AutoTap will
automatically synthesize two TAP rules to satisfy this property:
• IF it begins to rain WHILE the window is open THEN
close the window
• IF the window opens WHILE it is raining THEN close
the window
If initial rules are provided alongside the desired property,
AutoTap will automatically check these rules and, if necessary,
repair them to prevent the system from violating the property.
AutoTap thus minimizes the opportunity for TAP mistakes.
The following two key components of AutoTap work together
to achieve the above functionality:
1) A novel property-specification interface: The key goal of
TAP is to empower novice users without programming knowl-

